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In 1862 Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, a shy Oxford mathematician with a stammer, created a story about a little girl tumbling down a rabbit hole. Thus began the immortal adventures of Alice, perhaps the most popular heroine in English literature. Matte Cover 8.5x11' Can be used as a coloring book
The final collection from Nick Hornby's column "Stuff I've Been Reading" in the Believer magazine.
L'Enfer della Braidense
Storia della civiltà letteraria italiana: A-L
Guida al fumetto italiano
Harry Potter Poster Coloring Book
Zeno's Conscience
Long hailed as a seminal work of modernism in the tradition of Joyce and Kafka, and now available in a supple new English translation, Italo Svevo’s charming and splendidly idiosyncratic novel conducts readers deep into one hilariously hyperactive and endlessly self-deluding mind. The mind in question belongs to Zeno Cosini, a neurotic Italian businessman who is writing his confessions at the behest of his psychiatrist. Here are Zeno’s interminable attempts to quit smoking, his courtship of the beautiful yet
unresponsive Ada, his unexpected–and unexpectedly happy–marriage to Ada’s homely sister Augusta, and his affair with a shrill-voiced aspiring singer. Relating these misadventures with wry wit and a perspicacity at once unblinking and compassionate, Zeno’s Conscience is a miracle of psychological realism.
Invite young readers to practice counting to twenty while helping a small boy search the city for his pet dragon.
L'Italia che scrive rassegna per coloro che leggono
The Wolf Who Wanted to Travel the World
Catalogo generale della libreria italiana dall'anno 1847 a tutto il 1899
A Study in Terror
Catalogo generale della libreria italiana ...
"Deep in the Faraway Forest, the wolf was bored to tears. One day, he had an idea...he would travel the world!"--Back cover.
Lisa Thompson's debut novel is a page-turning mystery with an emotionally-driven, complex character study at its core -- like Rear Window meets The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time. Matthew Corbin suffers from severe obsessive-compulsive disorder. He hasn't been to school in weeks. His hands are cracked and bleeding from cleaning. He refuses to leave his bedroom. To pass the time, he observes his neighbors from his bedroom window, making mundane notes about their habits as they bustle about the culde-sac. When a toddler staying next door goes missing, it becomes apparent that Matthew was the last person to see him alive. Suddenly, Matthew finds himself at the center of a high-stakes mystery, and every one of his neighbors is a suspect. Matthew is the key to figuring out what happened and potentially saving a child's life... but is he able to do so if it means exposing his own secrets, and stepping out from the safety of his home?
Rassegna critica della letteratura italiana
How You Can Gain Personal Power in Any Situation
The Goldfish Boy
Storia di Venezia
L'Italia che scrive
Revisit old favorites and discover even more facts and stories. The perfect pocket book for any girl on a quest for knowledge. Includes New Chapters + the Best Wisdom & Wonder from The Daring Book for Girls
After being enrolled in the Song Festival, Geronimo Stilton's song, "Welcome to New Mouse City," goes to the top of the charts and makes Geronimo a star, but very few CDs are sold after the festival. Will Geronimo and his detective friend, Hercule Po
A Novel
(Original Story with Original Illustrations by John Tenniel)
Catalogo generale della libreria italiana dall'anno 1847 a tutto il 1899: P-Z
Catalogo generale della libreria italiana
The Colosseum is being haunted by a gladiator ghost. None of the tourists want to visit anymore! Geronimo must solve the mystery and rid the site of its ghost.*Plus BONUS Mini Mystery: The Cheese BurglarCan Geronimo clear his name and catch the real thief before it's too late?
A little fox is in a big bad mood, and is worried that its mother won't love it forever. In this beautiful and lyrical picture book we see a clever and resourceful mother prove to her child that a parents love is limitless - no matter what! In this reassuring and warm picture book the hugely talented Debi Gliori manages to treat the familiar subject of childhood worries in a very fresh,
original and inventive way. 'this is an instant childhood classic for anyone over the age of three' Independent On Sunday 'the literary equivalent of a big hug' The Times 'With gentle rhyming text, humorous pictorial detail and themes which can be explored and re-explored, this is a brilliant gem of a book.' The Guardian Brilliantly read by Amelia Fox. Please note that audio is not
supported by all devices, please consult your user manual for confirmation.
Have You Seen My Dragon?
Giornale della libreria
Catalogo Generale Della Libreria Italiana
The Hunt for the Colosseum Ghost (Geronimo Stilton Special Edition)
Singing Sensation

"This marriage is not supposed to happen." Lombardy, 1628, a time of oppressive Spanish occupation of Northern Italy, and of the Thirty Years' War. The young lovers Lorenzo and Lucia, both from peasant families, are planning their wedding. However, the villainous Don Rodrigo has designs on Lucia, and the lovers are forced to flee their village. Their dangerous journey in exile takes them through one of the most dramatic epochs in Italian history, filled with war, famine and plague - will they ever be able to find happiness together? Dave Eggers says, of the series: "I couldn't be prouder to be a part of it. Ever since Alessandro conceived this idea I thought it was brilliant.
The editions that they've complied have been lushly illustrated and elegantly designed."
Based on the Sherlock Holmes film: Ellery Queen matches wits with the Baker Street sleuth to unmask Jack the Ripper. Ellery Queen is struggling over his latest book when a friend brings him a mystery. It is a journal, written by a Victorian doctor, of reports on the remarkable adventures of his close friend, a brilliant detective named Sherlock Holmes. Queen’s surprise turns to amazement as he turns its pages and discovers the lost story of Sherlock Holmes’s greatest case: the pursuit of Jack the Ripper. From the brothels and back alleys of fog-choked Whitechapel to the manor of one of England’s greatest families, Holmes and Dr. Watson chase history’s most fearsome
killer. But it will take the brilliance of Ellery Queen to solve the case once and for all. Based on the Sherlock Holmes film A Study in Terror, this collaboration between two of the world’s greatest detectives is one of the most original mystery novels of all time.
The Story of the Betrothed
The Phoenix of Destiny (Geronimo Stilton and the Kingdom of Fantasy)
Letteratura italiana
Catalogo generale della libreria Italiana dall'anno 1847 a t
Keep You Safe

From the heraldry of the four Hogwarts houses to the extravagant wares of Weasleys’ Wizard Wheezes, the world of Harry Potter overflows with radiant color. Featuring artwork from the hugely successful Harry Potter Coloring Book and Harry Potter Creatures Coloring Book, this special poster collection features twenty stunning, one-sided prints that are perfect for coloring. From fan-favorite characters and scenes to creatures and gorgeous patterns inspired by the wizarding world, each detailed
illustration is printed on high-quality card stock and can be easily removed for displaying. Includes two EXCLUSIVE images that you can't find in any of the other coloring books!
Every mother faces impossible choices. Vaccination is one of the hardest. For single mom Kate O’Hara, there was no decision to make. Her daughter, Rosie, is one of a small percentage of children who can’t be vaccinated against measles. All Kate can do is hope that her little girl is safe. For mommy blogger Madeleine Cooper, vaccination was a leap of faith she wasn’t prepared to take. She and her husband declined controversial measles shots for their daughter Clara. All she can do is pray that
it’s the right decision. But when classmates Clara and Rosie both become sick will Kate pay for Madeleine’s choice? A stunning, addictive and powerful new book club read that explores every mother’s worst fear and hardest decision from beloved Irish bestselling author Melissa Hill.
Catalogo generale della libreria italiana dall'anno 1847 tutto il 1899
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Catalogo dei libri in commercio
The How Cool Are Your Parents? (Or Not)
Wisdom & Wonder
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Parents̶canʼt live with them, canʼt collect an allowance without them! One moment they are explaining the importance of being polite, and the next moment they are bossing you around. Weʼve all wondered what on Earth goes on in their mysterious minds . . . and now we finally have an answer! This neon-bright guide, packed full of laugh-out-loud illustrations, will finally give kids a glimpse into the crazy, cluttered minds of the people who raise them.
I classici delle barzellette
Shakespeare Wrote for Money
An Epic Kingdom of Fantasy Adventure
catalogo dei libri Fondo riservata erotica
Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland
An adventure of epic proportions! I, Geronimo Stilton, had returned to the Kingdom of Fantasy on the wings of the Phoenix of Destiny! Blossom, Queen of the Fairies, needed my help once again. But Blossom was behaving strangely. She sent me off on quest after magical quest, each one more bizarre and dangerous than the last. It felt like my missions were building up to something truly terrible right under my snout. Could my friends and I put things right again? It's a story full of twists and turns, mazes and puzzles, and tons
of fantastical creatures!
Jump into a story based on the hit Disney film, The Princess and the Frog, and join Tiana and her friends on a delicious adventure with comic book art that leaps off the page.
i minori
No Matter What
The Princess and the Frog
The Magic of Rapport
Bollettino delle pubblicazioni italiane ricevute per diritto di stampa
Featuring rare archival material and an introduction to the series by creator Jim Davis, this inaugural volume will appeal both to new readers and longtime fans of the lasagna-loving cat. Garfield Complete Works: Volume 1, 1978 & 1979 launches the consummate collection of Jim Davis’ phenomenally successful comic strip. Since its debut in 1978, Garfield has reached historic heights, becoming the world’s most widely syndicated strip. “From the outset, Garfield established who the real master was in this relationship.”—Jim Davis
The Pocket Daring Book for Girls
Bibliografia nazionale italiana
Garfield Complete Works: Volume 1: 1978 & 1979
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